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Red Cross hut site, Highfields, Burwash TN19 7HE 

RR/2022/1337/P 

Submission by Burwash: Save our Fields 

Objection 

 

A truly dreadful design 

Introduction and comments 

1 Burwash: Save our Fields (known in this objection as the group) is a group that seeks to 
support the local community and involves its members with both local and national 
planning issues. Its main aim is to protect the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB), a national asset of the greatest importance for our generation and 
future generations. Part of that aim is to protect the dark skies in and near Burwash 
Parish and the peace and quiet of the countryside, both during the day and at night. 
Where appropriate the group comments on planning applications and appeals in 
neighbouring parishes.  

2 The group is, however, currently supporting developers at three sites in Burwash Parish. 
It supports local businesses and local events. However, that is after a balance of factors 
has been considered. In this application, those balancing factors come down firmly 
against the proposed application.  

3 It is noted that there has been no consultation with the Parish Council or the local 
community about the proposal, or earlier applications. Although the owner promised 
to consult with the neighbour, Darren Tasker, no consultation was undertaken. There 
has also been no pre-planning advice sought.  

4 It is claimed this is a brownfield site, see para 4.18 and 5.6. This is misleading. It is a 
greenfield site with a hut sitting on a concrete base with no foundations.  

5 The author of the report for the previous application, RR/2021/2073/P, is of a high 
standard and the author should be commended for his or her work.  

The design 

6 Design has become so important in planning applications and rightly so  

7 It is necessary to apply the key policies which are the High Weald Design Guide and the 
High Weald Management Plan. That means the proposed building needs to be of a High 
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Weald design. The proposed design looks like an urban static home, with wood cladding 
attached. It has no architectural merit. That design is wholly unsuitable for Burwash 
which is such an historic and beautiful village.  

8 The first task when designing a building in the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty, is to determine the local building signature that is depicted by nearby buildings. 
Where the buildings are 20th century it is necessary to take those into account and also 
the village buildings. The 20th century buildings often need improvement in their 
design, This approach for a new building should be a simple task. However, this basic 
task has not even been attempted. The off-the-shelf design has no link with this area.  

9 The author of the Rother District Council report for the previous application, 
RR/2021/2073/P, noted that the proposal needed to respond to the character and scale 
of the existing building, the hut. He or she also found which the existing building is a 
simple timber hut of utilitarian character that is unobtrusive. He or she concluded that 
the then proposed building ‘introduced activity and trappings associated with the 
residential occupation of the land and would appear incongruous in the location - 
having no character relations with the nearby residential properties or indeed the 
countryside beyond.’ These assessments were clearly correct.  

10 One advantage of the proposed new building is it is a single story building. However so 
was the previous proposal. The same assessment should be applied here.  

11 The author of Rother District Council report concluded the then proposal ‘would fail to 
reach the standard of design sort in the NPPF or level of protection that should be 
afforded to the High Weald designated area and would be contrary to the aims of 
policies DEN1 and DEN2 of the DaSA, policies EN1, EN3 and OSS(iii) of the Core Strategy, 
and would be out of keeping with the High Weald AONB design guide’. The same applies 
to this proposal.  

12 It is claimed at para 3.4 of the Rural Planning Practice statement by Matrix Claims 
Services Limited, the Planning Statement, that ‘the external timber cladding replicates 
the use of materials in the site’s vicinity’. There is no timber cladding in the housing 
nearby. There is painted weather boarding at two-story buildings which is totally 
different.  

13 The Planning Statement, says that the Burwash Neighbourhood Development Plan 
should only be given limited weight, see para 4.3. In fact the plan has been subject to a 
referendum in which there was an overwhelming majority, 96%, for its approval. The 
policies in the plan now have full force. In Policy GPO1(a), see page 25, there is the  
requirement that development must be appropriate to the ‘A0NB in terms of scale, size, 
design, type, use of materials which reflect the local used pallet and sensitivity of the 
setting.’ That hasn’t been applied. There is also a requirement to ‘use local materials 
that enhance the appearance of it development and support woodland management’, 
see GP01(c). That also hasn't been applied.  

Policy GP01 Protection of the AONB Landscape  

Any development will be considered with regard to the need to protect and enhance the 
AONB landscape character of the countryside. Development will be supported where it 
conserves or enhances the natural beauty and village character of Burwash Parish. As 
appropriate to its scale, nature and location proposals for new development should:  
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a) Be appropriate to the AONB in terms of scale, size, design, type, use of materials which 
reflect the locally used palette and sensitivity of setting 

14 In the same plan at policy GPO 5, there is a requirement all proposals for development 
must achieve a high quality of design and demonstrate how they complement local 
vernacular, distinctiveness and the aesthetic qualities of rural settlements and buildings 
found in the High Weald AONB 

15 It is necessary to reject this application simply on design. The design is wholly 
unsuitable.  

High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)  

16 The author of the report for the previous application RR/2021/2073/P, correctly 
identifies one of the main issues as the impact on the character and appearance of the 
locality which lies within the High Weald AONB, see page 5. The author notes that in the 
appeal for the previous application, The Inspector found that the proposed dwelling on 
the site would result in harm to the existing build form in the Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty. The author notes the inspector had made this the principal issue. Both 
the Inspector and the author of the recent report rejected the scheme on this basis. 
They were both correct.  

17 In the Burwash Neighbourhood Plan, Policy GP01 states, that ‘there is a need to protect 
and enhance the AONB landscape character of the countryside. Development will only 
be permitted where it conserves or enhances the natural beauty and village character 
of Burwash parish.’  

For the policy see para 13.  

The change of use application 

18 The site is currently an office after a conversion from a hut to an office was made by the 
current owner. No use of the office has been made. There have been a number of 
people who have approached the owner to use the building for commercial use. The 
owner is known to have blocked all those approaches.  

19 There has been no application for change of use. Until that application is made, this 
application should be refused.   

The adverse impact on the neighbour at 6 Lime Tree Terrace.  

20 The present building is considerably nearer to the boundary with 6 Lime Tree Terrace. 
than the Red Cross hut is, if the plans are correct. The hut is 2.8 metres away and the 
proposed building is one metres away from the boundary. As the site is a relatively large 
site for one housing unit, it should not be placed so close to the neighbour. The kitchen 
smells will be very close to the garden of 6 Lime Tree Terrace. There is no need for the 
impact to be so severe.  

The Development boundary  

21 The plot is outside the development boundary. This is a contributory factor especially 
as the design is so unsuitable.  

22 The author of the report for the previous application, RR/2021/2073/P, notes this site 
is outside the development boundary and he or she applied Policy OSS2. That approach 
is absolutely correct.  
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Conclusion 

23 If there was a quality proposal which complied with the planning rules, there might be 
the beginnings of an argument for a dwelling here. On the other hand the Inspector in 
the previous application, RR/2021/2073/P, noted at para 8 of his decision, that the ‘site 
is a link with undeveloped land and performs a valuable role in relieving the solid lines 
of built form in the terraces along both sides of a narrow of road and allowing the 
natural beauty of his surroundings to be appreciated.’ That factor which was also found 
by the previous Inspector. This may mean any building would need to preserve this gap.  

24 Rother District Council is invited to reject this ill-considered application for the above 
reasons. 

 

Robert Banks  

Burwash: Save Our Fields 

website: www.burwashsaveourfields.org.uk 
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